Situations & Behaviors That Lead To Accidents
Scissorlift Operating Procedure

Never travel on any grade while the platform is elevated.
5 Degree Slope – Don’t Forget Wind

CAUTION:
Site Safety

• Be Alert
• Take Charge
• Have a voice – “If Your See Something – Say Something”
• Stop Visitors
• Be Seen
Our focus will be on addressing and preventing unsafe acts and behaviors.
Seat belts shall be worn by the equipment operators.....seat belts shall be maintained in functional condition, and replaced when necessary to assure proper performance.
30 CFR § 56.14100 - Safety defects; examination, correction and records.

SAFETY DEVICES AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

(a) Self-propelled mobile equipment to be used during a shift shall be inspected by the equipment operator before being placed in operation on that shift.
(b) Defects on any equipment, machinery, and tools that affect safety shall be corrected in a timely manner to prevent the creation of a hazard to persons.
(c) When defects make continued operation hazardous to persons, the defective items including self-propelled mobile equipment shall be taken out of service and placed in a designated area posted for that purpose, or a tag or other effective method of marking the defective items shall be used to prohibit further use until the defects are corrected.
(d) Defects on self-propelled mobile equipment affecting safety, which are not corrected immediately, shall be reported to and recorded by the mine operator. The records shall be kept at the mine or nearest mine office from the date the defects are recorded, until the defects are corrected. Such records shall be made available for inspection by an authorized representative of the Secretary.
Seat Belts Save!!
Suspended loads

• Persons shall stay clear of suspended loads.
30 CFR § 56.20011 - Barricades and warning signs.

- Areas where health or safety hazards exist that are not immediately obvious to employees shall be barricaded, or warning signs shall be posted at all approaches.
- Warning signs shall be readily visible, legible, and display the nature of the hazard and any protective action required.
- This standard applies to areas where health or safety hazards exist that are not immediately obvious to employees. Those areas shall be barricaded or readily visible and legible warning signs shall be posted at all approaches. Signs are required to display the nature of the hazard and any protective action required.
Key Msha Items to Remember
Check In, Vehicle & Site Key Items

- Check in at each Mine site and get your Site Specific / Hazard Awareness Training.
- Complete a Pre-Trip Inspection. (some sites may require this to be documented)
- Set your Parking Brake.
- Chock your wheel.
- Sound your Horn prior to moving your vehicle.
- Check your fire extinguisher on a monthly basis. (if you have one)
- Fill out the Daily Workplace Exam – (specific work location needs to be documented)
- Keep Berms High
PPE Does Work
Balancing Needs

The Team

Producing Quality

Safety
Being A Leader

• You are in Charge of your Own Safety!
• Set The Right Example – each and every day!
• Always Speak Up – don’t walk by unsafe conditions, behaviors or areas of opportunity!

Leadership is the ability to influence others, with or without authority.
- Professional Speaking Engagements
- Health & Safety Training & Compliance
- Active Shooter & Violent Intruder Training
- DOT Training & Compliance
- CPR, First Aid & AED Certifications
- Human Resource Services
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